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Automated Soil Moisture Monitoring: 
 
Our 2008 Wisconsin Chapter SWCS fall tour began with a visit to a 
pair of cranberry marshes that are using automated soil moisture 
monitoring technology.  The two marshes are using different 
technologies, with the same goal: improve their irrigation water 
management to conserve water, reduce costs, and increase yields.  The 
first system that we observed included tensiometers sold by Hortau, 
Inc., of Quebec.  (Note: The actual tensiometer is buried below the 
transmitting device, shown in the picture on the right.  This monitoring 
station also includes a thermometer to monitor the cranberry bed 
temperature for frost events and extreme heat.)  The second system 
featured Time Domain Transmissometry (TDT) probes, developed by 
Acclima, Inc., of California.  Both systems are capable of alerting the 
growers’ via text messages, email, or real-time, web-based software, 
when soil moisture levels fall to unacceptable levels. 
 

Cranberry Harvest: 
 
Our stops at cranberry marshes in the Warrens and Tomah area, of northeastern Monroe County, also provided 
us with an opportunity to witness the cranberry harvest, up close. 
 

  
 
Water is pumped from the flooded cranberry beds and sprayed to force the floating berries toward the berry 
pump and up and into the truck for transport to market.  A cranberry harvest boom is a floating cranberry corral 
that is gradually drawn tighter to aid in drawing the berries towards the pump. 

http://www.hortau.com/html/english/about/�
http://www.hortau.com/html/english/about/�
http://www.acclima.com/�


 

Fresh Fruit Sorting: 
 
Bailey’s cranberry separators, made mostly of wood and patented in 1923, are still used to separate good berries 
from bad berries.  Cranberries have air pockets in them, so good berries bounce.  (This is also why cranberries 
float.)  Bad berries, such as those that prematurely ripened from frost or hail damage, have fluid-filled air sacks.  
Bad berries don’t bounce.   
 

  
 
Below left: A pallet-sized box of cranberries, ready to be sorted. 
 
Below right: White berries, such as these, are physiologically mature and edible, and are often turned into juice, 
including white cranberry juice products.  An optical sorter sends micro-bursts of air at the white berries – and 
the very dark berries – as they are hurled through the air by a more modern mechanical sorting machine than the 
Bailey’s separators, above.  The burst of air changes the trajectory of the airborne berries, which otherwise 
would’ve landed safely on the conveyor belt to the bagging room.  The end result is this large box of not-red-
enough cranberries. 
 

  



Below left: The final inspection prior to the fresh fruit going into a plastic bag – and eventually to your grocery 
store shelf – is done by humans.  With berries whizzing by, it takes a sailor’s stomach to perform this task.  
These ladies obviously have what it takes. 
 
Below center and right: Processed fruit – destined for juice bottles, bags of sweetened dried cranberries, such as 
Ocean Spray’s Craisins, or just about anything else cranberry…with the exception of a bag of fresh fruit – is 
delivered from the marsh, directly to a processing facility, via truck.  Here, it is being dumped by a hydraulic 
lift, where a man takes several samples from the load. 
 

  
 
Below: Jets of water turn the sloping canal into a river of berries, with conveyor belts waiting at the downstream 
end to lift the fruit into the processing facility. 
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